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Disclaimer and Confidentiality

This summary (the “Summary”) is supplied on the following conditions, which are expressly accepted and agreed to by the recip ient ("Recipient"), as evidenced by the retention by the Recipient of this document. If these conditions are not 
acceptable to the Recipient, the Summary and all copies of the Summary are to be returned immediately by the Recipient to Pho enix Water (PW).
The Summary is provided to the Recipient solely for the purpose of assisting the Recipient and its professional advisers to d ecide whether to proceed with a further investigation of the investment outlined ("Investment"). It does not purport to 
contain all of the information that may be required to evaluate an Investment, including but not limited to the Recipient's objectives, fina ncial situation or needs. The Summary does not constitute a prospectus, or an investment application 
document, or any other form of disclosure document or product disclosure statement within the meaning of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) ("Corporations Act") or an offer to subscribe for shares and it has not been lodged with the Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission ("ASIC"). Each Recipient and their advisers should conduct and rely on their own indepe ndent review, investigations and analysis of the Investment and should seek their own professional advice on the 
legal, financial, taxation and other consequences of the Investment.
Neither PW or their respective subsidiaries or associated companies or businesses, shareholders, directors, partners, officer s, employees or agents ("Information Providers") make any guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, 
as to the accuracy, reliability, reasonableness or completeness of the Summary or any written or oral communication or inform ation subsequently provided or made available to the Recipient by the Adviser or PW ("Additional Information") or 
as to the future performance of the Investment. The Information Providers have not verified the statements in this Summary. T o the maximum extent permitted by law no responsibility or liability (whether arising from negligence or otherwise) 
is accepted by any of the Information Providers as to the adequacy, accuracy, completeness or reasonableness of this Summary and any Additional Information or as to any errors or omissions in or from this Summary.
All estimates, calculations, projections and statements as to anticipated future performance of PW in the Summary have been p repared by management for internal use and are for illustrative purposes only. They do not constitute, and should 
not be regarded as, a representation that the projected results are accurate, will actually be achieved or that the underlying assumptions are valid, and should not be relied on. The estimates, calculations, statements a nd projections are 
based on assumptions about future events and management actions that may not necessarily take place and are subject to signif icant uncertainties and contingencies, all of which are difficult to predict and many of which are beyond the 
control of PW. Those assumptions may, or may not, prove correct. The Recipient must make and rely on their own assessment of this information.
The information in the Summary is provided to the Recipient for information only and is not, and is not intended to be, a rec ommendation either expressly or by implication with respect to the Investment or its suitability for the Recipient. This 
Summary does not constitute investment, accounting, financial, legal or tax advice.
The Summary and/or Additional Information contains valuable, proprietary and confidential information, which is strictly priv ate and confidential and should not be disclosed to any third party without the prior written consent of PW. This 
Summary is provided as is without warranty of any kind. No part of this Summary may be shown or distributed to third parties or reproduced, stored or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording 
or otherwise without prior written permission of PW.
This Summary is provided to Recipients on the basis that they are persons to whom an invitation or offer of shares would not require disclosure under the Corporations Act either because the offer or invitation would be an offer made to a 
sophisticated investor or a professional investor within the meaning of sections 708(8) or 708(11) of the Corporations Act; o r an offer that does not otherwise require disclosure to investors by virtue of section 708 of the Corporations Act.
No financial product advice is provided in the Summary related to the issue of shares in PW and nothing in the Summary should be taken to constitute a recommendation or statement of opinion that is intended to influence a person or 
persons in making a decision to invest in shares in PW. 
PW reserves the right to vary the timetable for, or withdraw, the Investment at any time.
Any reliance placed by the Recipient on the Summary or Additional Information shall be at its own risk and to the maximum ext ent permitted by law, none of the Information Providers shall be liable for any direct, indirect or consequential loss 
whatsoever or howsoever arising.
The information in this Summary may not be appropriate for all persons and it is not possible for PW to have regard to the in vestment objectives, financial situation and particular need of each person who reads or uses the information in this 
Summary.
The Information Providers are not liable to reimburse or compensate the Recipient or any of its representatives for any costs or expenses incurred in conducting their review of the information contained in the Summary or the Additional 
Information or other information relating to PW, submitting a registration of interest or detailed proposal, making an offer or otherwise in connection with the proposed Investment.
This Summary does not constitute an offer or solicitation in any jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation is not p ermitted under applicable law. Distribution of this Summary in or from certain jurisdictions may be restricted or prohibited 
by law. Recipients must inform themselves of and comply with all restrictions or prohibitions in such jurisdiction. PW does n ot accept any liability to any person in relation to the distribution or possession of this Summary from or in any 
jurisdiction. 
The information contained in this Summary has been prepared as of March 2022. The delivery of this Summary after that date do es not imply, and should not be relied on as a representation or warranty that there has been no change since 
that date in the affairs or financial condition of PW or that the information contained in this Summary remains correct at, o r at any time after, that date. Information Providers are not under any obligation to correct, update or revise this 
Summary or any Additional Information.
Qualifying Investors
Only investors who qualify under section 708 of the Corporations Act or other investors to whom PW and their directors and ad visors are satisfied can be invited to subscribe for shares in accordance with the Corporations Act are qualified to 
apply for and be allocated shares under this Summary. Part 6D.2 of the Corporations Act requires investors to satisfy at leas t one of the following criteria:
1 (A). The minimum amount of the investment will be AUD500,000 OR (B). The applicant must provide a certificate given by a qu alified accountant no more than six (6) months before the offer is made that the person to whom the offer is 

made: a) has net assets of at least AUD2,500,000; or b) has gross income for each of the last 2 financial years of at least A UD250,000 per year. 2



CORPORATE SNAPSHOP
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Management

51%

Retail 

33%

Institutional

16%

CAPITAL STRUCTURE
SHARES ON ISSUE 5,470

LAST RAISE PRICE US$8,959

VALUATION US$49,000,000

TOP 10 SHAREHOLDERS
POLARIS (FOUNDER) 50.6%

REGAL FM 6.7%

UNITED GAPS PTY LTD/AGED 
SERVICES VICTORIA PTY LTD

4.5%

JASON PETERSON 3.9%

DARREN TIMMS 2.3%

NICHOLAS AND OLGA FRAGOULIS 2%

LANGBURGH PTY LTD 1.6%

KELVIN PRITCHARD 1.2%

MAGNOLIA CAPITAL 1%

MITCHELL ATKINS 1%



Imperial Valley, California  
Lithium Valley
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California Governor Gavin Newsom - The potential size of the lithium resource at the 
Salton Sea is staggering, the “Saudi Arabia of lithium”. 

Geochemist Michael McKibben - If you do a back-of-the-envelope calculation, you 
can convince yourself there's somewhere between 1 and 6 million metric tons of 
lithium in that field,” he said. “That would be the largest brine source of lithium in the 
world, bigger than any individual South American salar deposit. So, it's a big number, 
and it means the potential is there for – again, back-of-the-envelope calculations –
something like 50 to 100 years’ worth of lithium production.”

US President Joe Biden “These minerals—such as rare earth elements, lithium, and 
cobalt……As the world transitions to a clean energy economy, global demand for 
these critical minerals is set to skyrocket by 400-600 percent over the next several 
decades, and, for minerals such as lithium and graphite used in electric vehicle (EV) 
batteries, demand will increase by even more—as much as 4,000 percent……will also 
discuss $3 billion in BIL funding to invest in refining battery materials such as lithium, 
cobalt, nickel, and graphite“

“SAUDI ARABIA OF LITHIUM”. 
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• SECURING 12,000+ ACRES.

• WORLD CLASS PROJECT TEAM.

• PROJECT DEVELOPERS NOT TECHNOLOGY 
PROVIDERS.

• WELLS DRILLED 50% DEEPER THAN MOST   
IN THE REGION.

• LITHIUM EXTRACTED 509 PPM.

• SAVING OF ~US$50M IN WELLFIELD 
INFRASTRUCTURE.

THE PHOENIX ADVANTAGE
F1 DRIVERS IN CONTROL



Chairman

Donald Carrol

Founder & Group CEO

Nicholas Wakim

Director

Stephen Romic

• Over 40 years experience.

• Previously President of BHP 
Billiton Japan & India, 
Group GM BHP Billiton 
Power and Group GM 
Marketing Asia and VP of 
Investor Relations.

• Member of the Australian 
Institute of Mining and 
Metallurgy and the 
Australian Institute of 
Company Directors.

• Over 30 years experience and 
a dedicated investor with a 
background in building 
companies and developing 
technology across sectors 
such as cleantech, corporate 
advisory, investment banking 
and IT services.

• Advised Australia and Saudi 
Arabia on trade negotiations.

• Acted as special advisor for 
international corporations 
and ruling family members 
from the Gulf Cooperation 
Council.

• Over 30 years experience in 
the financial services industry 
and is the Managing Director 
of DFS Portfolio Solutions.

• Industry leader and 
participates in many forums 
and advisory boards.

• Holds a Master of Applied 
Finance from Macquarie 
University and a Degree in 
Banking and Finance from 
Victoria University.
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Board & Management



Director, Project Execution Geologist & Geothermal 
Resource Advisor

Head of Design
• Expertise in industrial Capex project 

execution including process 
conceptualisation & design, project 
development and industrial site 
operation & optimisation.

• Process expertise includes chemical 
refining, geothermal exploration & 
power plant design, mineral brine 
extraction & concentration and 
lithium purification & conversion.

• Most recent Capex portfolio addition 
includes Rockwood's new 20,000 Mt 
lithium carbonate facility in La Negra, 
Chile.

• 37 years experience in 
geothermal energy.

• Managed resource staff and 
activities at the three major 
geothermal fields in 
California: The Geysers, Coso 
and most recently as Director 
of Geothermal Resources for 
CalEnergy at The Salton Sea.

• Led the completion of 400 
new wells, redrills and well 
workovers.

• 25 years experience with 
advanced engineering 
design.

• Skillset includes product 
handling, prototype 
development and process 
system diagnostics.

• Proficient in Aeronautical 
Engineering.

Technical Team
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TYPE LOCATION MCAP(A$M)

Peer Comparison
IGO
PLS
MIN
ORE
LTR
AVZ
LKE
CXO
SYA
VUL
INR
PLL
GLN
PXW

ROCK
ROCK
ROCK
BRINE
ROCK
ROCK
BRINE
ROCK
ROCK
BRINE
ROCK
ROCK
BRINE
BRINE

$10,600
$9,600
$9,000
$7,200
$4,150
$4,100
$2,400
$2,100
$1,600
$1,300
$1,200
$500
$500
$65

COMPANY
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Lithium Price & Demand

SOURCE: HTTPS://WWW.BENCHMARKMINERALS.COM/LITHIUM -PRICES/
HTTPS://WWW.SPGLOBAL.COM/COMMODITY-INSIGHTS/EN/MARKET-INSIGHTS/LATEST-NEWS/METALS/012622-INFOGRAPHIC-THE-LITHIUM-DEFICIT-ROAD-MAP-WILL-FUTURE-SUPPLY-MEET-DEMAND
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• Converting majority 
Surface & Mineral Rights 
deposits to secured 
leases.

• Site assessment and 
analysis of pre-drilled 
wells in East Brawley.

• Expanded assessment into 
Salton Sea Resource 
including lease 
negotiations.

Q3 2021
P R E - I P O  US$9M

Q2 2022
I N  P R O G R E S S

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

• Release PEA finding & 
resource estimate.

• Build out 1400 mt initial 
operating plant.

• Begin bankable feasibility 
study for commercial 
scale plant build.

• Finalising all leases across 
East Brawley and Salton 
Sea.

• Full geophysical survey of 
East Brawly and Salton Sea 
including 3D modelling.

• Start PEA study & resource 
evaluation across East 
Brawley.

Q3/4 2022
I P O  $ U S 7 5 M



Environmental 
Social
Governance

Decarbonization is accelerating: President Biden is proposing cutting US 
greenhouse gas emissions by 50 to 52% from 2005 levels by 2030, 

moving up the timetable.



Nicholas Wakim
Founder & Group CEO

+61 422 332 333 
nw@phnxwater.com  

Melbourne, Victoria 
www.phnxwater.com

Jason Peterson
Managing Director

CPS Capital - Lead Manager
Jason@cpscapital.com.au

Keith Della-Vedova
Corporate Manager

CPS Capital - Lead Manager
Keith@cpscapital.com.au

Perth, Western Australia 
www.cpscapital.com.au


